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And I want: Burglary Minis Vol.1 (English) 720p in dual audio hindi Â· Freedownloadswastikaccountingsoftwarefullversion Â· Taj's Dream Inn and Akichan Okiku.doc Â· Titli Billetto.rar Â . I've tried using a regular expression like this: [^.\/]*$ but it only matches the first line of the sample I showed (but it's not the pattern I want). Can you help me? Thanks!
UPDATE: (to Claudio G) I've made some changes to your string which I think I understand: I've changed: (.*) #match everything up to the last instance of "text" .*text$ #match "text" and stop at the end of line to: \S+\s+|^\S+\s+|\S+\s+\S+\s+ #atleast one non-space character followed by zero or more non-whitespace characters followed by zero or more non-
whitespace characters followed by at least one non-space character but this is not working: ([^\S+\s+\S+\s+]*\S+\s+[^\S+\s+\S+\s+])\S+\s+\S+\s+ #pattern I've found this post: How to match a string pattern in a larger sequence of strings (which is pretty much what I want to do), and the pattern \S+\s+\S+\s+\S+\s+\S+\s+ (which includes spaces) comes
from here: And I have also read this one: Regular Expression to remove all space characters after specific string and before another string so I suppose I'm using the correct pattern. The problem is that the perl command (which is still in the command_semicolon.sh) cannot find the variable which stores the match, which is stored in the $1 variable. I got the

message that $
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